Editorial correspondence
Paul A. Bové, *boundary 2*, University of Pittsburgh, 526 Cathedral of Learning, 4200 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. The editors of *boundary 2* announce that they no longer intend to publish in the standard professional areas, but only materials that identify and analyze the tyrannies of thought and action spreading around the world and that suggest alternatives to these emerging configurations of power. To this end, we wish to inform our readers that, until further notice, the journal will not accept unsolicited manuscripts.
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*boundary 2* is published three times a year—spring, summer, and fall. Direct all orders to Duke University Press, Journals Customer Service, 905 W. Main St., Suite 18B, Durham, NC 27701. Annual subscription rates: print-plus-electronic institutions, $254; print-only institutions, $239; e-only institutions, $212; individuals, $33; students, $20. For information on subscriptions to the e-Duke Journal Scholarly Collections through HighWire Press, see www.dukeupress.edu/library/eDuke. Print subscriptions: add $11 postage and 5% GST (and applicable HST) for Canada; add $14 postage outside the U.S. and Canada. Back volumes (institutions): $239. Single issues: institutions, $80; individuals, $14. For more information, contact Duke University Press Journals at 888-651-0122 (toll-free in the U.S. and Canada) or 919-688-5134; subscriptions@dukeupress.edu.
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